Speech emotion recognition based on brain and mind emotional learning model.
Speech emotion recognition is a challenging obstacle to enabling communication between humans and machines. The present study introduces a new model of speech emotion recognition based on the relationship between the human brain and mind. According to this relationship, the proposed model consists of two parts: the brain short term memory (BSTM) and mind long term memory (MLTM). The input of the BSTM is emotional speech signals. Then, this part gives one copy of information to the MLTM. The reason is that the brain needs to save information as knowledge in a bigger and safer place similar to the human mind. The proposed model not only provides a computational model of speech emotion recognition based on the relationship between the BSTM and MLTM, but also illustrates a new relationship between brain and mind. The proposed model has been compared with different models of recognition. As the aim is to prove the efficiency of the suggested model, the effect of noise with different noise rates on the input signals has been analyzed in the experiment part. Experimental results show that the proposed algorithm has a powerful capability to identify and explore human emotion even in the noisy environment.